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Abstract: Accounting methods based on traditional production and traditional services methods. Today, by
using lean and new methods in production and services, computing the prices of productions for sale or the
obtained income of services by traditional accounting method takes a lot of time and expanses. Lean accounting
by removing some redundant and time-consuming steps attempts to provide more precise and understandable
financial lists rather than traditional methods. In this paper the methods of thinking applying and lean
production has been studied and also lean accounting as a tool of thinking adaption and lean production for
financial reporting has been introduced and the effect of provided financial reporting’s by lean accounting
method on the users of financial reporting’s has been studied regarding being understandable and comedians
of reported financial lists.
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INTRODUCTION minimize the expenses and wastages; so the entrance to

Accounting, controlling, measuring and managing explicit errors by quick methods; because in order to
methods that reflect Lean thinking and production well increase sigma rate increasing of lean thinking is
constitute lean accounting that make consciously necessary, as concepts and techniques of lean thinking
decisions possible by providing precise, understandable can be summarized in five principle; by understanding
and applicable information. Also deleting unnecessary these principles and trying to combine them with each
cases related to traditional controlling and accounting other and applying Lean methods and techniques, a
economize time and expenses. This type of accounting permanent solution in purifying organization and its
encourages  optimizing activities in long-term by processes can be obtained. Figure 1. shows the five
providing  criteria’s   and  information  reporting principles lean thinking.
processed by lean thinking and helps the company to get
high income by identifying potential financial profits Lean Production: The topic of Lean production is a
resulted by lean improving policies. And finally, the discussion that contains common concepts with lean
methods used in lean accounting as selling planning thinking. In general, production can be categorized into
provide  basic  operation  and  financial  focusing on manual, mass, lean and quick production periods.
short term and long term to satisfy the costumer in price
circle and provide constant improvements based on Manual Production: A manual producer uses skilled
cooperation that is necessary to expand trade, lower workers and simple but inflexible tools to makes what a
expenses  and  improve profits. Lean accounting is used costumer wants. Figure 2. shows Some characteristics of
in  those  companies that have important lean thinking manual production.
and production, so firstly we glance Lean thinking and One defect of manual production is that the price of
production [1-2]. product is high and when production capacity increase,

A Review of Lean Thinking: Lean thinking is a theory to for satellites and spaceships that one outstanding manual
increase efficiency and constant value creating and products) Another  problem  of  manual producers is that

sigma field means removing of defects, wastages and

the price doesn’t decrease [3]. (today, this problem exists
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Fig. 1: The five principles lean thinking products and the repaired time. Also, inventory in Lean

Fig. 2: Some characteristics of manual production customer's satisfaction, information on levering, people

they lack enough financial and human stocks to follow comparability through cooperation that is beyond the
fundamental innovations and developments because scope of this research [4].
actual development in technique science requires
organized research. Lean Accounting: After providing general introduction to

Mass Production: Mass producer uses skilled experts in means lean accounting. Lean accounting is a general term
products planning, but those products are created by that supports required changes in managing, evaluating,
unskilled workers who direct heavy and single purpose controlling and accounting processes of a company that
plants. These similar mechanic products are produced in uses lean system to encourage lean though and
mass volume. Because a new production needs a production.Most companies which use Lean production
complete change in the system, so it will be heavier than system find soon that their accounting process and
the previous product. So, a mass producer avoids managing methods aren't matched with these changes.
innovation in planning as far as possible. So, due to the Because traditional accounting and managing methods
lack  of  varieties  and  to  exist  of solutions that are are based on manual production that demolished mass
boring for work force, productions are made availed production thinking. So, the use of traditional accounting
cheaper than anywhere. Some characteristics of mass in this environment insufficient. Figure 3. shows
production are: accounting systems [5].

Workforce: Job dividing is made as far as possible. In
those factories with mass production, an assembly worker
just needs to be trained about few minutes.

Organizing: Using a complete vertical mergence, a mass
producer tries to produce the other components by first
material. But the problem of complete vertical mergence is
a wide bureaucracy. Fig. 3: Accounting systems

Tools: Those tools that have one function in one time are
used resulted in less time in preparing plants.

Product: The products have a few varieties so their prices
decline.

Lean Production: Lean production is a term coined by
(John Krafcik) who is a researcher of international motor
vehicle program (IMTV). It is called lean because it uses
less amount of every thing rather than mass production.
This type of production lessens the workforce existed in
factory, the required space for producing, stock that is
used to buy tools, necessary engineers who produce new

production declines to less than half part and defects
become fewer and products with increasing varieties are
produced. Lean production is actually a type of
production that while using advantages of mass
production and annual production has been formed to
decrease wastages and delete eat activity without added
value. According lean technique with the help of its
collective tools can have a fundamental role in improving
and optimizing processes. Following the procedure, the
topic of quick production is introduced that focus on

having control on changes and lack of assurance and

get acquainted with the topic, we come to the main theme
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Table 1: Of difference between lean accounting and standard accounting system

Lean accounting Standard accounting

Focusing on price decreasing Focusing on price maintenance
Creating new monthly aims Planning annual standards
Suggesting improvement to get the goals Analyzing deviances to delete the sources of them 
Tackling the goals Tackling the standards
Analyzing when the goal aren't obtained Analyzing when standards aren't obtained

Fig. 4: Of difference between lean accounting and standard accounting system

MATERIALS AND METHODS Creating functional indices and information

Lean Accounting as a Substitute for Traditional
Accounting: The traditional ways of identifying and
managing accounting haven't been planned to support
Lean production. They have been planned for traditional
mass production and based on workforce. They aren't
related to Lean production traditional evaluation methods
as workforce and plants efficiency and variance analysis
are not only useless for Lean production but also function
actively against lean method success. Standard pricing is
harmful for each company that encourage lean methods.
Standard pricing persuades unLean behaviors and cause
inaccurate decisions about pricing purchasing/renting
and other key problems. Also traditional identifying
systems of costs are time-consuming expensive and
harmful. In order to have in long-term successful Lean
production, it is necessary that new methods which
support lean though are replaced. So lean accounting
should replace traditional accounting and evaluating
systems [6-7]. Table (1) and Figure (4) contribute to better
understanding of difference between lean accounting and
standard accounting system.

The Steps of Lean Accounting Applying in a Company
with Lean Production  System:  Although  each  project
is different dependent on the  costumer,  but  key
elements in applying an accounting project are as the
following:

reporting’s of lean management
Relating cellular function of measures and value flow
with strategic goals 
Developing pricing of value flow and gain and loss
statements of value flow
Teaching value flow to the managers and financial
staff in order to decide by lean accounting tools
Costs analyzing to support lean metastasis process.
Deleting transactions and other complexities from
financial process
Pricing based on the goal and processes of
opportunity pricing 
Financial, operational and selling schematization 
Applying lean methods in financial and supporting
divisions
Teaching all staff in all of the levels to participate
completely in lean metastasis process
Training and developing organization leaders due to
the lean philosophy and lean accounting.

Decision and Scores Table: Daily decision including
(pricing, profiting, purchasing or construction, resources
allocation, production justification) is accessible by
applying strong information that are easily obtained
through scores table and there is one need to use
standard price in making important decision. Table (2)
illustrates the use of scores table in providing information
related to decision making in allocating resources to new
product production [8].
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Table 2: Use of scores table in providing information related to decision making in allocating resources to new product production
Construction status Purchase status Current status Description Topic
33647$ 33647 $ 29789 $ Selling of each person Operational
95% 90% 95% Delivering the product on time
1/15 1/21 4/16 The time of changing raw material into product
81% 75% 80% The percentage of accepted pieces in first time
48/29 18/30 95/29 Average of price
52% 48% 48% Generative Capacity
26% 28% 28% Not generative
22% 24% 24% Being available
1177631 $ 1177631 $ 1042631 $ Income Financial
466909$ 455513 $ 399772 $ Material price
24844$ 66000 $ 24991 $ Other changing prices
400756$ 392089 $ 392089 $ Fixed prices
285122 $ 264029 $ 225779 $ Profit
24/21% 22/42% 21/65% Profit to selling proportion

Planning Based on Lean Theory: Lean planning starts The use of current status and the future of value flow
with intellectual policy and continues towards lean diagrams
improvement of financial effects which leads the Lean accounting tool is used in order to understand
organization into a homogenous planning. that how changes affect on main activities function.

Intellectual policy
The financial effects of lean improvement Those analyses indicate high improvement in
Financial projects budget operations but less improvement in the last rate of profit
Investing in workforce and loss. (what relationship is there between there two

Intellectual Policy: Intellectual policy begins with the available and…. Most of lean improvement projects delete
company’s work guideline. This guideline often cover a resources wastages and make capacity available in the
period between 3 to 5 years and indicates that what frame of plants time, workforce time and physical space.
should be done in the following years. The first level of The financial effect of lean improvements in the last rate
planning of it includes some various required changes of profit and loss is resulted by adopted decisions by
that support work guideline and accompanies with some management. for example, this point that new created
criteria to control how to access them and required capacity how is used is one of these cases. Real change
resources to complete the program. This level of planning is a result of available created capacity and increase of
extends to the levels of executive managers and their cash is caused by stock decreasing. Considerable profits
subgroup manager and continues unit the level of value appear when the company introduces new products due
flow. Intellectual policy isn't traditional and in cases that to the discharged capacity. One of the most difficult
some goals  (often  not  accessible)  have   been  identified changes made by top managers, is probably when they
by  managers  for  their  subgroup, it controls  planning. start the process of lean change to decrease the staff's
Its process, in all levels, contains on time steps and concerning about production improvement in a situation
details that all persons who must get specific results in which exposes are declined. This is due to the thinking,
participate seriously in planning and determining goal for standard pricing in mass production. This way of thinking
divisions under their responsibility. So, it is a changing restricts the company developing through lean
process of work that is based on cooperation with staff production and other lean innovations. We must hesitate
and authorizing them [9]. about the concerned value of customer and about

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION costs information, but focuses on them. Actually, we need

Financial Effects of Lean Improvement: Real effects of of value flow and scores table. By understanding the
lean improvement should be understood in the first of actual identity of lean, this question that 'How can
each change and alteration expenses  be  economized?'  is  changed to  this  one that

How is the used capacity changed in value flow.

causes?) the answer is capacity change: making capacity

developing of our worker but it doesn't mean ignorance of

better tools for information related to exposes, as pricing
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'How can the created capacity be applied in order to the lack of its use can't be accounted for. Internal audit
increase the concerned values and tomake more financial
resources?'. It is very important to repeatedly ask this
question, because its answer reveals the actual financial
effect of lean changes in short-term and long-term [10].

Financial Projects Budget: The lean approach to equip
financial resources, is completely different to evaluations
of traditional. while facing with major decisions related to
financial projects, lean organizations apply a process
called  3  p  (the  preparation  process  of production).
This process aims to give an organized method in
planning of a product. Group 3 p should find various
solutions for the problem. They often consider different
aspects, because there will be various solutions: a full
mechanic or annual approach, similar to current approach,
different fro, current approach and etc. in this process,
group 3p must evaluate all of the replacing solutions used
in the wide list. The financial effect of each solutions is
provided in scores table as a part of decision making
process [11].

Investment in Workforce: Two very vital problems have
been ignored in a dangerous way; one is need to
leadership and actively top management involvement and
another one is focusing on lean tools applying in
workforce. Successful lean organizations upgrade their
culture  in   educating  and  strengthening  workforce.
Lean accounting provides this attempt by applying proper
criteria. Because evaluating staff's abilities isn't possible
directly and easy, these criteria’s are based on provided
suggestions and percentage of active people in
continuous improvement and the education level during
value flow. Annual evaluation of staff's satisfaction can
also be useful in evaluating of management abilities and
success of workforce improvement. Most of lean
organizations use the simple process of staff cooperation
in getting profit; so each person observes his role and
activities effects in the success of company [11].

Improvement of Inner Controlling Level of Accounting:
The presence of company accountants is useful in the
lean accounting process. The matrix of activities deletion
is one of the main tools to make sure that lean accounting
changes have been done cautiously.Internal audit has a
high position in inner controlling system and helps the
management of economic units in their responsibilities
through improving controls. Internal audit is an important
part of an effective management in all of economic units
and it is necessary according to accounting guideline  and

helps management in doing his duties by improving inner
controls.

Internal Auditing Can:

Have a preventive role against possible measurers 
Improve controlling on preventing or revealing a
defect.
Conduct internal audits to detect fraud.
Economize time and expenses by identifying
resources misuse and insufficiency 

Conclusionsand Suggestions: Regarding above
discussions, lean accounting can be proposed as a new
science and necessary tool in order to get better and
precise results in preparation of financial lists. Although
lean accounting is still in its development process, there
are some indications that this type of accounting is
changing to a standard approach. The principles and
procedures of lean accounting is easily adopted with
various needs of companies and accounting standards.
So, by applying lean thinking and production methods in
companies, the use of traditional accounting isn't
commodious due to the advantages of lean thinking and
production shown in Table (1). By teaching lean
accounting to managers and responsible of financial lists,
a tool can be provided to integrate lean thinking and
production and present related, understandable and
matched with accounting standard financial lists.
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